The columnar phases made of polycatenar molecules with bent shaped mesogenic core are studied. The polar order in this system is associated with the change of the column building blocks from flat discs (Col h phase) into cones (Col h P A phase), which allows for axial polarization of the columns. The nature of Col h and Col h P A phase transition changes from the first order for short homologues to continuous for the longest one. This can be attributed to decreasing intercolumnar interactions due to broadening of the columnar scaffold made of partially melted terminal alkyl chains. Decrease of intercolumnar interactions is also responsible for strong increase of pretranstional fluctuations in the Col h phase. The mesophase observed for longest homologues is reminiscent of relaxor phase observed for solid crystals. [3, 4] . In 1996, for the first time, a switchable polar smectic phase was reported also in an achiral molecular system [5, 6] , where order of dipoles resulted from restricted molecular rotation due to the steric interactions of bent-core molecules.
Introduction
The polar order in soft matter has been extensively studied for liquid crystals. For a long time polar order was associated with breaking of the chiral symmetry, this approach has been widely applied to obtain ferroelectric [1] and antiferroelectric [2] lamellar and even columnar mesophases [3, 4] . In 1996, for the first time, a switchable polar smectic phase was reported also in an achiral molecular system [5, 6] , where order of dipoles resulted from restricted molecular rotation due to the steric interactions of bent-core molecules.
Recently ferroelectric switching has been also reported in columnar phases made of achiral molecules, for these materials the spontaneous electric polarization along the columns originates in soft intermolecular interactions: the net of hydrogen bonds [7, 8] or assembling of bent-core polycatenars (molecules having multiple terminal chains) into cone-like units [9] . Here we report complex thermodynamics of polar order development in homologous series of polycatenar compounds. In studied materials the polar structure grows from a paraelectric phase either through discontinuous or continuous phase transition. In case of the discontinuous phase transition the antiferroelectric phase is obtained below the paraelectric one, while the properties of the polar phase that enters through continuous phase transition in many aspects remind that of disordered relaxor phases [10] .
Results and Discussion
In all materials of the studied homologous series (Fig. 1, table 1 ) below the isotropic phase three columnar phases were detected: Col h phase, Col h P A phase and Col X . The Col h phase is paraelectric while the Col h P A phase is axially polar and switchable under electric field. The rather high threshold field is required for switching; in n=16 homologue saturated current peak is obtained for about 20 V µm -1 and even higher fields are necessary for shorter homologues. For n=16 material the spontaneous polarization is ~250 nC cm -2 and decreases to zero on approaching the Col h phase. Previous X-ray studies confirmed strictly hexagonal arrangement of columns for both Col h and Col h P A phases [9] . Assuming 1 g cm -3 density of material it could be deduced that in all phases the column stratum is made of 3-4 molecules, which are arranged into flat discs in Col h phase and into cones in the Col h P A phase (Fig. 1 ). The change of column building blocks, from flat discs into cones is followed by monitoring the temperature variation of Bragg reflection with index (10), related to the inter-column distance. This distance decreases profoundly at Col h -Col h P A phase transition (Fig. 2 (Fig. 4) , that strength considerably orientation under an electric field depends on temperature [11] . Such a coexistence of the critical slowing down and glassy freezing has been often considered for solid relaxors [12] . For materials n=8-14 in Col h P A phase no any low-frequency relaxation process could be detected, the umbrella mode is quenched exactly at the temperature at which the heat flow peak is observed in DSC scan and the diameter of columns discontinuously changes. Contrary to shorter homologues, in material n=16 the relaxation process is not suppressed at the Col h -Col h P A phase transition, it can be seen over several degrees below T c . The temperature dependence of the dielectric response measured at different frequencies ( Fig. 5 ) exhibits characteristic shifts of dielectric susceptibility maximum position and value, which further confirms existence of some slow, polarly active fluctuations in lower temperature phase.
The discs deformation into cones can be detected also by optical methods (Fig. 6 ).
All observed phases are optically uniaxial with optical axis along the column axis. In the (analogues to that performed for SmA phase [13, 14] ) show that the birefringence is influenced by umbrella fluctuations as ( )
, where δθ π 2 − is the instantaneous cone angle β (Fig. 1 ) and ∆n 0 (T) is non-critical part of birefringence. In the Col h phase, with decreasing temperature, the background part ∆n 0 (T) increases as the orientational order in the column increases. Along with growing the umbrella fluctuations near the phase transition, the birefringence deviates downward from the extrapolation of data obtained far above the transition temperature (inset in Fig.   6 ). It can be clearly seen ( Finally, the SHG method has been used to monitor the polar properties of the phases. It should be emphasized that all phases are SHG silent in the ground state. The result is consistent with paraelectric properties of the Col h phase and the structure with compensated polarization of the Col h P A phase. The SHG signal becomes visible in the Col h phase upon applying an electric field, which deforms the discs and induces finite polarization. The SHG intensity follows square of applied field, as predicted for paraelectric materials [15] . With decreasing temperature in the Col h phase the induced nonlinear polarization becomes larger and attains maximal SHG intensity near the Col h -Col h P A phase transition temperature (Fig. 7) as at this temperature susceptibility of the discs to the deformation is the highest. On further cooling in the Col h P A phase the signal diminishes due to insufficient voltage to assure full switching into ferroelectric state. The difference between n=8 and n=16 compounds is clearly seen in Fig. 7 ; the maximum of SHG signal appears at the phase transition for n=8 and disappears abruptly below the transition temperature, whereas for n=16 it appears below phase transition temperature and diminishes gradually on cooling. The broad temperature range in Col h P A phase of n=16 homologue, which is SHG active under applied electric field may originate from the existence of polar clusters.
Conclusions
Summarizing, the experimental results show that Col h -Col h P A phase transition is associated to the change of the column building blocks from flat discs into cones, which allows for axial polarization of the columns in the Col h P A phase. In the Col h P A phase columns are arranged into hexagonal lattice, with spontaneous electric polarization along the columns. The lack of SHG signal and low dielectric response together with polarization switching in electric field unambiguously point to antiferroelectric structure of the phase. However, the simple antiferroelectric arrangement of columns should be excluded as it is incompatible with hexagonal lattice of columns [16] . The model of Col h P A phase, described previously [9] , involves breaking of the columns and forming blocks with reversed polarization direction. To fulfill close packing requirements, the blocks are shifted by half the lattice period in the plane normal to the columns axis. The other model that could be also considered assumes harmonic modulations of cone angle β, thus polarization and density, along the column axis. In this model the antiferroelectric hexagonal lattice frustration is avoided by shifting the phase of the modulation between columns. The exact 3-D structure of the Col h P A phase is still to be elucidated.
The presented results of X-ray, dielectric and optical studies confirmed that development of the polar order depends on column interactions. Apparently, with broadening of columns alkyl shells formed by partially melted terminal chains, the steric interactions between columns weaken and the columns become more susceptible to deformation. In result the softening of polar lattice motions in Col h phase is observed together with growing correlation length for dipole-dipole interactions within the column;
finally rising fluctuations drive the Col h -Col h P A phase transition into the second order for n=16 homologue. For n=16 material evolution from paraelectric to polar phase is characterized by diffused, rather than abrupt, structural phase transition. The presence of strong, polar low-frequency mode and the lack of permanent polarization in zero field state (proven by absence of SHG signal) in Col h P A phase may suggest that, contrary to shorter homologues, the phase has irregular antiferroelectric structure made of ferroelectric clusters with random distribution of polarization. In disordered ferroelectric regions of the Col h P A phase the dielectric relaxation occurs due to the polarization reversal, also domain boundary motions contribute to dielectric response. It should be stressed that although the physical properties of Col h P A phase of n=16 material seems to be reminiscent of solid relaxors, their origins are much different. Most solid relaxor phases are believed to be caused by compositional fluctuations [17] or defects [18] .
Experimental
The detailed synthetic procedure for studied materials will be described elsewhere. 
